• Onondaga County’s SNADD Program - a safe solution for disposal of household medications.
• Police departments and colleges are now collecting both over the counter and prescription medications during regular business hours on an on-going basis.
• The goal is to reduce the availability of all drugs in the home, especially more dangerous drugs such as pain medications.
• The SNADD Program will help reduce the risk of ingestion, exposure, and abuse of drugs in our communities by providing the public an opportunity to rid their homes of unwanted, outdated meds.
• The SNADD program also allows for the disposal of hypodermic needles and other sharps used for at home medical care, not presently accepted at the DEA Take Back events. Sharps are collected in separate kiosks at some locations.

Participating police departments and colleges include:
• Baldwinsville
• Camillus
• Cicero
• DeWitt
• Geddes
• Jordan
• Manlius
• Marcellus
• Onondaga Community College
• Solvay
• SUNY ESF
• Syracuse

For more information or more locations for sharps drop-offs visit Upstate New York Poison Center's website page at: http://upstate.edu/poison/news/snadd.php

REMEMBER:
• Store all medication out of the sight and reach of children.
• Carefully read the drug label for any directions and warnings.
• Keep medicine in its original container to reduce confusion.
• Don't share prescription medication - it might be a deadly mistake.